MAKE IT YOURS
Approved Trucks from Linde Material Handling

FIVE BENEFITS FOR YOU
QUALITY

The Linde Approved Truck formula: remanufactured vehicles + customer
packages = high-quality individual solutions

EFFICIENT, CUSTOMIZED,
SUSTAINABLE
Truck solutions tailored to your needs
A Linde Approved Truck is a solution that is as high-performing as it is costefficient. It offers you the flexibility and affordability to run your operations
efficiently and stay ahead of the competition. But there is more to it: Not
only do you get a truck remanufactured to the highest quality standards,
you can also customize it to meet your individual needs.
The Linde Approved Trucks program offers a unique way to equip an Approved Truck according
to the specific requirements of your application at a competitive price. To make this simple,
we have put together a modular set of customer packages – each of them geared to a particular
application or service aspect.

The new standard for Approved Trucks
We remanufacture all trucks in dedicated refurbishment centers all over Europe based on
a standardized process and according to highquality regulations. Each vehicle is disassembled and then all parts are checked, repaired
or exchanged. This ensures that any trucks
you order will always meet the highest quality
standards.

CUSTOMIZATION

Mix and match
Safety, ergonomics and energy consumption
are decisive factors for increasing the efficiency
and productivity of your operations. Our Approved Trucks enable you to mix and match
from a large number of modular packages to
improve key features of your truck. The packages are based on state-of-the-art Linde technology also applied in the latest truck models.

SUSTAINABILITY

A responsible solution
Your decision for an Approved Truck by Linde
contributes to a responsible use of resources.
Remanufacturing reduces the overall quantity
of raw materials consumed and lowers the
ecological footprint of the product significantly.
Our standardized remanufacturing process
increases lifetime efficiency and satisfies the
highest environmental and safety standards.

PERFORMANCE

It’s a Linde
Our Approved Trucks live up to the core values
of the Linde brand such as performance, efficiency, user-friendliness, versatility and reliability. We refurbish all Approved Trucks based
on the same rigorous standards that apply to
every Linde truck. This ensures a strong performance in any environment – be it as a standalone solution or as part of a larger fleet.

AVAILABILITY

Quick and easy
Approved Trucks give you the choice to buy a
truck the moment you need it. You can choose
your Approved Truck from a wide range of
models and customize it. Since we always have
a large number of trucks in stock, we can
swiftly configure your order and deliver it to
your location at a time that suits you.

As a result, just three steps will take you to your very own Linde Approved Truck:
1.
2.
3.

Choose your truck from an extensive stock of remanufactured Linde trucks.
Order the set of customer packages you require.
Have your Approved Truck delivered to your doorstep in a short period of time.

The Linde Approved Trucks program is therefore setting standards in terms of the performance,
quality and sustainability of remanufactured trucks.
All Approved Trucks and all technical components of the customer packages are qualified for all
service levels offered by Linde Material Handling. This also includes an optional warranty of up
to 12 months.
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Here you can find the Approved Truck video via your smartphone: Linde Augmented Reality App
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HIGHEST QUALITY
THROUGHOUT THE WHOLE
TRUCK LIFE CYCLE
Our remanufacturing process
The basis of our Approved Trucks program is a standardized process that guarantees a highquality standard from end to end. Before it can enter the program every truck is strictly preselected from our own rental fleets and leasing returns and undergoes our inspection process.
Only those trucks which meet predefined criteria are selected and transferred to dedicated
remanufacturing centers all over Europe. There the trucks are inspected, maintenance requirements identified, and the process of disassembly begins. All key functional, technical and safety
related tasks are checked, the motors and batteries are examined and where necessary renewed
in accordance with Approved Truck standards. As part of the reassembly process all components are cleaned and resprayed so your Approved truck looks like new.
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SUSTAINABLE IN EVERY WAY

Remanufacturing is an inherently sustainable process. It extends the life cycle of a truck and, as
a result, makes optimal use of resources. The standardized Approved Trucks remanufacturing process guarantees that the use of material, fuels and liquids as well as waste disposal and recycling
are completed according to the highest environmental, health and safety standards.

SHORT DELIVERY TIMES

After the remanufacturing process all Approved Trucks are stored in dedicated locations and are
ready-to-go. This means you benefit from short delivery times. When you place your order, you
can either choose a standard-configuration truck from stock or customize a truck to your
specifications.

Remanufacturing
Cleaning

CONSISTENT QUALITY STANDARDS

Every Approved Truck is remanufactured in a seven-step process to ensure that all trucks reach
the same high quality standard. This is based on a set of predefined criteria, such as performance,
wear and tear and capacity. As part of this process all core components are checked for compliance with Approved Truck standards and remanufactured or replaced with new genuine parts.

Painting
Assembly

Disassembly

Quality
Check

Inspection

Delivery
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THE WAY TO MAKE IT
YOURS
Our modular packages
Whether you are looking to replace a single truck or to add several vehicles to a fleet, Linde
Approved Trucks offer various possibilities for adapting trucks to your operation, maintaining
the same technical standards and ensuring the connectivity across your fleet. Each package
includes a defined set of features and retrofit components to achieve this. Thanks to the
modularity of the packages you can improve single aspects such as safety, ergonomics and
energy consumption or combine two or more packages. The packages share the state-ofthe-art technology of the latest Linde trucks.

Safety Pack
Improve the safety of your employees
and reduce damage to trucks and
goods.
Lighting Pack
Improve the lighting conditions of
your operations with an additional
set of working lamps.
Wear Pack
Further enhance the lifetime of your
Approved Truck by adding new parts.
Driver Pack
Create an optimal driver experience
with a completely renewed workstation.
Energy Pack
Increase the energy efficiency of
your Approved Truck with a new
traction battery.
Color Pack
Choose an individual color for your
truck to match your corporate design
or differentiate your fleet.
Preventive Service Contract Pack
Minimize downtimes and unexpected repair costs with preventive
maintenance on a regular basis.
Full-Service Contract Pack
Protect your truck and ensure maximum availability with controlled
budgets, thanks to our full service
contract.
Energy Service Pack
Benefit from a full-service contract
for your energy system to ensure
long-term efficiency.
Extended Warranty Pack
Increase your guarantee period to
12 months or 1,000 operating hours.
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Linde Material Handling GmbH
Linde Material Handling GmbH, a KION Group company, is a globally
operating manufacturer of forklift trucks and warehouse trucks, and
a solutions and service provider for intralogistics. With a sales and
service network that spans more than 100 countries, the company
is represented in all major regions around the world.
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